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The texts from Fièvre (30) were encoded in TEI, yet used with some homemade elements, and no associated schema or DTD. We examined the files, and eliminated elements irrelevant to our analysis.
We excluded teiHeader and the custom bottom element. Inside the TEI text, we excluded the elements head, lg, note, p, poem, rhyme, s, speaker and stage. The only elements remaining were thus sp and l, that is only the lines spoken by the characters, without characters name or stage indications. To avoid errors generated by potential typos, we removed all text that was not included in a line (l). The lines were included in div1 of type act, acte or prologue (this last type appearing only once, for Molieres Amphitryon) or div2 of type scene, excluding all other types.
All these transformations can be found in the style sheet initial_filter.xsl on the repository associated to this paper (Data S2). It is to be noted that a very small number of errors and typos can remain in the transcription of the plays: close examination of the texts show in average the very good quality of the transcriptions, but some files contain indications that some passages were not fully proof-read.
During this process, we eliminated the poem elements, that were included in the plays, but had a very different content and style that the rest of the plays (poèmes farcis, quotations, songs, sonnets, stances, madrigal, etc.).
. p
In order to add lemma and part of speech information, training a lemmatiser and a tagger was necessary. A sample was constituted by taking the 2000 first tokens of 41 plays for training data, the 200 median tokens for validation data, and the last 200 for testing data. Lemma and POS-tags were manually corrected for these tokens. Morphological information (not used in the analyses) was projected using the Morphalou lexicon (55) . Subsequently, the Marmot tagger (42) was trained with this data, and achieved an accuracy of 97% for POS and 98% for morphology on the dev and test sets (86 and 84% for unknown words). The Pie lemmatiser (41) was trained, using this data completed by 32 texts from the FranText Open-Access corpus (56) , with minor corrections. The model achieved 98% accuracy on the test set (58% for unknown tokens). The data and models are available as supplementary material Data S1.
The models were subsequently applied to the full corpus. After the suppression of case distinctions and punctuation, Unicode NFC normalisation was applied, and the texts imported in the textometric software TXM 0.7.9 (57) . They are available in xml format as supplementary material Data S2.
Frequencies tables for the six feature sets were exported in the csv format, and used in the computations. They are available as part of supplementary material Data S3.
Section S2. Data analysis implementation
We performed our data analysis using the statistical software R.
We cluster our corpus through Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering analysis (58) .
Each play studied is initially considered as a singleton. Then, at each step of the algorithm, the two most similar clusters are merged into a new cluster. The procedure is iterated until all points form a single cluster.
Two similarity measures were used. In both cases, we used our own implementation of z-scores and vector-length euclidean normalisation. For Burrows' distance, we then applied the cluster::agnes function, with Manhattan metric. For the MinMax analysis, we used our own implementation of the MinMax metric, again with the cluster::agnes function.
We used the implementation of cluster purity offered by the R package NMF (NMF::purity).
The code is available as part of supplementary material Data S3. 
